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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
	This is a product liability action brought against Defendants Toyota Motor Corporation, Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc., and Broadway Toyota (collectively, "Toyota") by Plaintiff Linda McCathern, who was injured when the driver of the 1994 Toyota 4Runner in which she was a passenger lost control and caused the vehicle to roll over.  The trial court granted Toyota’s motion for a directed verdict on Plaintiff’s negligence claim, and submitted the case to the jury on Plaintiff’s strict liability claim.   The jury rendered a verdict for Plaintiff on that claim, and the trial court entered judgment for Plaintiff in the sum of $7,645,000 ($5,400,000 in economic damages and $2,250,000 in noneconomic damages, reduced by $5,000 as a result of a third-party settlement).
	Toyota appealed.  In an opinion reported at 160 Or App 201, 985 P2d 804 (1999), the court of appeals affirmed the judgment.   This Court granted Toyota’s petition for review.
QUESTIONS PRESENTED
1.	Whether the court of appeals’ holding that ORS 30.920 expanded the scope of strict product liability to allow plaintiffs to prove a design defect under either a “representational” theory or a “consumer risk-utility” theory conflicts with that statute’s text and context and with this Court’s decision in Heaton v. Ford Motor Co., 248 Or 467, 435 P2d 806 (1967).
2.	Whether a plaintiff’s burden of proving the required causal link between an alleged product defect and her injury can be satisfied when (a) her experts testify only that the alternative design they advocate would reduce a general type of risk, but not that it more likely than not would have prevented her particular accident, and (b) the plaintiff presents no evidence that the alternative design would have prevented her injury under conditions substantially similar to those that resulted in her particular accident.
3.	Whether, when a defendant’s objections to a plaintiff’s proffered hearsay evidence are overruled, the defendant may, without waiving those objections, rebut the improper evidence by cross-examining the same witness with the same evidence and related evidence that would have been inadmissible and would not have been offered had the objections been sustained.
PROPOSED RULES OF LAW

1.	Liability under ORS 30.920 requires proof that the product in question was in a defective condition unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer.  ORS 30.920(1). Therefore, liability under ORS 30.920 cannot be based on a “representational” theory.
2.	To prove that a product was in a defective condition unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer, a plaintiff must prove that the product was not reasonably safe for normal handling and use and was dangerous to an extent beyond that which would be contemplated by the ordinary consumer who purchases or uses it, with the ordinary knowledge common to the community as to its characteristics.  ORS 30.920(3) (incorporating by reference Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A, comments g, h, i, j).
3.	Where the product and accident conditions in question are ones with which the average person has sufficient experience to know what to expect of such products under such conditions, the facts of the accident alone may constitute an adequate basis for the jury to decide whether the product met the expectations of ordinary consumers regarding such products.  Heaton, 248 Or at 473, 435 P2d at 809.  Where, however, the average person lacks a sufficient experiential basis for knowing how such products are likely to perform under such conditions, ordinary consumers expect manufacturers to use their superior knowledge and experience to design such products with a reasonable balance among the factors consumers consider important in such products, including, where applicable, the consumer’s price, cost of maintenance and operation, performance of intended functions, convenience, durability, and overall safety.  See Heaton, 248 Or at 473-74, 435 P2d at 809; Wilson v. Piper Aircraft Corp., 282 Or 61, 69, 577 P2d 1322, 1327, reh’g denied, 282 Or 411, 579 P2d 1287 (1978).  Accordingly, to prove a product design defective and unreasonably dangerous in the latter situations, the plaintiff is required to adduce data and other specific evidence of the comparative costs and benefits of the challenged design and the plaintiff’s proposed alternative design, and to prove that the amount by which the alternative design reduced the specific risk in question outweighed that design’s adverse effects on the product’s price, over-all performance, and safety in other respects.  Id.
4.	To prove that an alleged design defect in a product caused the plaintiff’s accident and injury, the plaintiff must prove that it is probable that the accident and injury would not have occurred had the product been manufactured and sold with the alternative design advocated by the plaintiff.  Evidence that the alternative design would have reduced a general category of risk that would not necessarily encompass the actual conditions of the plaintiff’s accident and injury is legally insufficient.  See ORS 30.920.
5.	A party whose objections to an adversary’s evidence are overruled by the trial court is entitled to attempt to explain and rebut that evidence.  The objecting party does not waive its objections by cross-examining the adversary’s witness about the matter, even if the cross-examination uses related evidence that, under the theory of the overruled objections, would otherwise be inadmissible.  See Wallace v. American Life Ins. Co., 111 Or 510, 537, 225 P 192, 201 (1924); McCormick on Evidence § 55 (2d ed. 1972).
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
	Plaintiff was injured when the driver of the 1994 Toyota 4Runner sport utility vehicle in which she was riding subjected it to a sudden series of three abrupt, rapidly opposing turns at high speed, causing it to swerve over onto one shoulder of the highway and then to the other, slide sideways on the two passenger-side wheels, spin around, and slide sideways on the two driver-side wheels, rock back and forth, and, ultimately, roll over.  Plaintiff sued Toyota on the theory that a utility vehicle should never roll over “when steered hard on flat, dry, level pavement,” even under such extreme conditions.
	Under the test for design defect established by ORS 30.920 and the decisions of this Court, Plaintiff’s evidence was legally insufficient, even when the facts are viewed in a light most favorable to her claim.  To sustain the judgment, the court of appeals found it necessary both to reinvent the legal standard for design-defect liability and to gloss over crucial insufficiencies that existed in Plaintiff’s proof despite the deferential standard of review.
	The decisions of this Court require the plaintiff in a product liability design-defect case to meet the threshold burden of submitting evidence from which a reasonable jury could find that the alternative design advocated by the plaintiff would have (i) prevented the particular accident, (ii) provided greater overall safety, and (iii) been feasible and practicable when the challenged product was manufactured.  Plaintiff failed, as a matter of law, to meet that threshold burden in two respects, and Toyota is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
	First, Plaintiff failed to submit evidence that any sport utility vehicle ever made could meet the rollover standard she advocated (a standard never endorsed by any safety agency, safety organization, or manufacturer), especially without to some extent impairing other safety factors and other consumer benefits.  Her own engineering expert conceded that no utility vehicle made in or before 1994 could meet that standard.  He contended that Toyota’s 1996 4Runner could meet that standard, but he conducted no test to support it and pointed to no test in which anyone had subjected such a vehicle to a test similar in severity to three closely-linked, abrupt, opposing turns causing the vehicle to rock back and forth, swerve from one shoulder of the road to the other, slide sideways on the two passenger-side wheels, and spin around to slide sideways on the two driver-side wheels, all at highway speeds.  He also did nothing to compare the overall safety, price, and operation of the 1994 4Runner and the 1996 4Runner in order to show that the theoretical incremental increase in rollover safety outweighed other consumer considerations, including overall safety.
	Second, Plaintiff failed to submit any evidence that the only sport utility vehicle her engineering expert identified as being nondefective -- the 1996 4Runner -- would have been able to withstand a rollover under the extreme conditions of the accident in which she was injured.  Specifically, there was not even an opinion, much less any objective test or empirical data, suggesting that a 1996 4Runner would not have rolled over if subjected to conditions substantially similar to a series of three abrupt, opposing turns so closely linked that they would cause the vehicle to slide sideways on the two passenger-side wheels, spin around and slide sideways on the two driver-side wheels, rock back and forth, and swerve violently from one paved shoulder of the highway to the other at highway speeds.
	There is another reason why Toyota was and is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.  The statutorily mandated test for design defect in Oregon is the consumer-expectation test of Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A -- that is, whether or not the product is more dangerous under the circumstances than ordinary consumers would expect it to be.  Here, however, Plaintiff submitted no evidence that ordinary consumers actually expected sport utility vehicles not to roll over under circumstances substantially similar to the extreme circumstances that occurred here.  To the contrary, substantial evidence showed that ordinary consumers would expect a high risk of rollover under those circumstances, and under considerably less severe circumstances.  As required by federal law for more than a dozen years before this accident, every sport utility vehicle, including the 1994 4Runner, carried an explicit warning, both in the vehicle and in the owner’s manual, stating, “[I]f you make sharp turns or abrupt maneuvers, the vehicle may roll over . . . .”
	Instead of applying §  402A’s consumer-expectation test as written and as interpreted by this Court and other courts throughout the nation, the court of appeals created a completely new theory, holding that a plaintiff can establish liability either under what the court of appeals called a “representational” theory or under a “consumer risk-utility” theory. That holding conflicts with the express statutory language, the legislative history, and the interpretation of the consumer-expectation test provided by this Court.  In addition, the novel theory, as the court of appeals applied it, dramatically alters the causation requirement and the type of evidence required to establish the existence of an alternative product design that is practicable and safer than the challenged design, again in conflict with the statute, the legislative history, and the applicable decisions of this Court.
	The court of appeals further erred in upholding the trial court’s denial of Toyota’s motion for a new trial.   The trial court allowed Plaintiff to prejudice the jury with detailed hearsay evidence of 15 other accidents that Plaintiff contended were substantially similar to this one.  That evidence was, as the trial court itself expressly acknowledged, blatant hearsay, and it should not have been admitted into evidence.  
	The court of appeals recognized that, over Toyota’s objections, the trial court had permitted Plaintiff’s expert to “recite[] facts from the police reports and other hearsay documents underlying his opinion.”  Nevertheless, the court of appeals “decline[d] to address” that aspect of Toyota’s appeal because, according to the court, Toyota had waived any error by referring, during its cross-examination of Plaintiff’s expert, to those materials and introducing them into evidence in order to confront him with portions that contradicted his testimony.  That holding conflicts with this Court’s governing decision and with the established law in other jurisdictions.  It is a clear error of law that substantially prejudiced Toyota, and it requires reversal and a new trial.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
	A.	The Accident
	On May 28, 1995, Plaintiff Linda McCathern, her cousin Beth Sanders, and their two daughters were returning to Portland from a trip to Idaho.  [Tr. 6:6, 22, 27.]	  The reporter's transcript is not consecutively paginated.  Accordingly, references to "Tr. __:__" are to the volume and page numbers of the transcript.  Ms. Sanders was driving her 1994 Toyota 4Runner sport utility vehicle.  At about 9:30 p.m. they were near Ritzville, Washington, heading south on state route 395.  [Tr. 6:28; Ex. 8.]  Ms. Sanders saw headlights coming at her and thought she needed to take evasive action to avoid a collision.  [Tr. 6:29-30.]  The parties' accident-reconstruction experts agreed that what followed was a violent and complex event, and they agreed on many of its details, as follows.
	Ms. Sanders' speed was at least 50 miles per hour when the sequence began [Tr. 6:112; Tr. 18:13-14], and the rollover occurred when she suddenly made a series of three hard steering inputs in opposite directions [Tr. 6:92-94, 110; Tr. 7:38-43, 47-48, 71; Tr. 17:48-50; Ex. 793].  She first swerved to the right onto the road's paved shoulder, then swerved sharply to the left, with the second turn being so sharp as to cause her vehicle to spin around and slide sideways, leaving tire marks on the road from both passenger-side tires.  [Tr. 7:38-43, 47-48; Ex. 793.]  She then cranked the steering wheel hard to the right, making what Plaintiff's expert admitted was "an abrupt correction [to the right], and we may even be able to call that an over-correction."  [Tr. 6:110.]  This "extreme evasive action" caused the 4Runner to start leaving marks from the driver-side tires within 10 feet after she made the over-correction.  [Tr. 7:49-50.]   That is, the last two turns were so abrupt that the vehicle’s weight was thrown from passenger-side-leading sideways skidding to driver-side-leading sideways skidding in less than 10 feet.
	In that 10-foot distance, and in a fraction of a second, the vehicle spun 22 degrees.  [Tr. 7:51-52.]   Then, in the fraction of a second between the moment when it first began leaving yaw marks with its driver-side tires after the last abrupt turn and the moment when it began to roll, the vehicle spun another 80 degrees in only 50 feet.  [Tr. 7:52-53.]  The turns were so abrupt that the vehicle "started to rock back and forth until" it finally rolled.  [Tr. 6:30.]  The 4Runner still had so much momentum that it did at least two complete rolls on the level pavement.  [Tr. 7:12; Tr. 18:15.]
	B.	Sport Utility Vehicles
	Federal law defines various types of vehicles, including "automobile," "passenger automobile," "light truck," "multipurpose passenger vehicle," and "utility vehicle."  49 CFR §§ 523.3-523.5, 571.3, 575.105.  [Tr. 27:78-79; Exs. 520, 521, 524, 527.]  The term "sport utility vehicle," which describes vehicles like the Toyota 4Runner, Jeep Cherokee, Ford Explorer, and General Motors Blazer, is an industry term for a subcategory of multipurpose passenger vehicles.  57 Fed. Reg. 242, 244 (1992).  Accord McCathern, 160 Or App at 204 n.1, 985 P2d at 897 n.1.
	A vehicle designed for off-road use has to meet federal requirements for ground clearance, "approach angles," "departure angles," and "breakover angles," all of which are intended to ensure that the vehicle will be able to perform off-road functions.  [Tr. 27:78-83; Tr. 28:4-12; Exs. 521, 523, 524, 525, 527.]  Multipurpose vehicles meeting these requirements can traverse steeper, rougher, and narrower off-road terrain than passenger cars can.  [Tr. 28:4-12.]   Also, because they generally have a larger cargo area and a truck-type suspension and chassis, multipurpose vehicles can carry bigger and heavier cargo,  and they ordinarily have a better capacity to tow trailers, boats, and other objects.  [Tr. 28:9, 10.]  Ms. Sanders’ testimony reflects that three of the reasons she chose to buy the 1994 4Runner were its cargo space, the visibility its height provided, and its being the higher, heavier, safer vehicle in a collision with a passenger car.  [Tr. 6:12-13.]
	C.	Rollover Accidents
	Factors that determine whether a vehicle will roll over in a given accident include the vehicle type, the driver's actions, vehicle modifications,  environmental factors such as road conditions, and many others.  [Tr. 23:84-86; 53 Fed. Reg. 12218 (1988).] Sport utility vehicles as a class tend to have rollover rates higher than those of ordinary passenger cars [e.g., Tr. 23:100-101; Ex. 867], but the overall safety record of these vehicles in all accident modes -- frontal, side, and rear-end collisions, as well as rollovers -- is better than the average for passenger cars.  [Tr. 23:80; Ex. 541].	  Although this accident did not involve a fatality, experts on both sides used statistics based on the federal government's database for accidents involving fatalities.  [E.g., Tr. 9:23-24, 29-30; Tr. 23:69, 81-83; Exs. 31, 691.]  They did so because that database, known as the Fatal Accident Reporting System, describes every fatal accident reported in the United States since 1975, and is therefore a singularly reliable database.  [Tr. 9:17-19; Tr. 23:76.]  In fact, non-rollover accidents occur much more often than rollover accidents [Tr. 23:71-72; Ex. 691], and the non-rollover fatality rate for vehicles like the 4Runner has been better than the rates for most other vehicles.  [Tr. 23:95-105; Exs. 692, 795-97.]  One of Plaintiff's experts, Dr. Leon Robertson, studied accident data for 23 utility vehicles and pickup trucks and found that, among them, the 4Runner had the fourth-lowest fatality rate of all in non-rollover accidents.  [Tr. 10:26-27, 31-32; Ex. 800.]
	D.	The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's Regulation
		of Sport Utility Vehicles and Rollover Standards

	In 1986, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration ("the Safety Administration") considered a petition to initiate rulemaking to set a federal motor vehicle safety standard dealing with rollovers.  [Tr. 9:75-76; Tr. 10:11-21; Ex. 531.]  See 52 Fed. Reg. 49033 (1987); 53 Fed. Reg. 12218 (1988).  The petition relied in large part on the “static stability factor” theory of Dr. Leon Robertson, who testified for Plaintiff in this case 11 years later as an expert witness in what he called the field of "injury epidemiology."
	The "static stability factor" advocated in the petition was an arithmetic ratio based on the distance between a vehicle's tires (track width) and the height of the vehicle's center of gravity.  [Tr. 9:21-22, 74-78, 96; Tr. 10:11-12.]  The ratio that the petition said should be used to establish the line between acceptable and unacceptable designs was track width ("T") divided by twice the height of the center of gravity ("H"), or T/2H.  [Id.]  The petition asked the Safety Administration to "prescribe a stability factor of 1.20 'as the minimum standard acceptable level of stability.'"  52 Fed. Reg. at 49034.  [Tr. 9:96; Ex. 531.]
	The Safety Administration disagreed and denied the petition.  The agency first noted that the petition was "based heavily" on a research report co-authored by Dr. Robertson and "relied heavily" on his "indexed stability values."  52 Fed. Reg. at 49034. [Tr. 10:11-18.]  The agency rejected his contentions that his "stability factor" managed to "isolate[ ] the cause of rollover" and that "a vehicle's stability factor is an appropriate or accurate predictor of vehicle rollover involvement."  52 Fed. Reg. at 49035.  [Tr. 10:17.]  The agency explicitly concluded that, "contrary to the supposition of the petition, there is no obvious value above which a stability factor described a 'safe' vehicle and below which the factor described an 'unsafe' vehicle."  52 Fed. Reg. at 49036.
	The Safety Administration also observed that because "few existing utility vehicles have a stability factor exceeding 1.2, adoption of the stability factor would require that almost all utility vehicles be changed."  Id. at 49037.  [Tr. 10:21.]  It then stated, "In many cases, those changes could be substantial and have adverse safety effects."  Id.  [Tr. 10:21.]  Further, some modifications "might severely reduce the capability of utility vehicles to perform their intended off-road occupational and recreational functions, in essence banning this type of vehicle."  Id.  [Tr. 10:24.]  In short, utility vehicles have lower “stability factors” than do passenger cars because utility vehicles generally have to be both narrower (smaller numerator “T”) and higher off the ground (larger denominator “2H”) in order to accomplish their off-road and bad-weather functions.
	In January 1992 the Safety Administration undertook another study of rollover issues and sought public comments about three courses of action it was considering:  (i) Methods to reduce the incidence of rollovers, (ii) means to mitigate injuries in the event of a rollover, and (iii) consumer education.  57 Fed. Reg. 242, 243 (1992).  In June 1994 the agency announced its termination of the rulemaking because its "analysis showed that setting a performance level high enough to affect passenger cars would require redesign of nearly all sport utility vehicles, vans, and pickup trucks," and "[t]hat degree of redesign would have raised issues of public acceptance and possibly even the elimination of certain classes of vehicles as they are known today."  59 Fed. Reg. 33254, 33258 (1994).  The agency reiterated that the "redesign could result in the elimination of some vehicle types, e.g., sport utility vehicles, as they are known today."  Id.  [See generally Tr. 9:74-77.] 
	In June 1996, approximately two years after the vehicle in this case was manufactured, the Safety Administration stated that its "detailed analysis . . . of a rollover stability standard . . . demonstrates that the costs and other impacts of such a standard manifestly outweigh the estimated but uncertain benefits."  61 Fed. Reg. 28550, 28552 (1996).  It rejected the notion that such vehicles could be redesigned to reduce the rollover risk without fundamentally impairing the utility of the entire class of vehicles:
The petitioners appear to believe that a vehicle can be redesigned so it will be significantly less likely to roll over, that the means for accomplishing this will be 'invisible' to the consumer, and that the vehicle will look and function as it did before the redesign.  As discussed below, redesigning a vehicle to significantly reduce its likelihood of rolling over necessarily involves making fundamental changes in the vehicle's dimensions (making it wider, longer, lower, heavier) and compromising its utility to consumers (e.g., by reducing its fuel efficiency, ground clearance, load-carrying capacity, off-road capability, or driveability on snowy roads).

Id. at 28552 (emphasis added).  [See generally Tr. 9:74-77.]
	E.	Plaintiff's Defect Theory
	Two of Plaintiff's expert witnesses opined on the alleged defect in 1994 4Runners.  One was an engineer, Simon Tamny.  The other was Leon Robertson, whose "static stability factor" theory the Safety Administration had rejected and criticized.  Neither of them had ever designed any motor vehicle or conducted any test on a 1994 or 1996 4Runner.  [Tr. 9:81-83, 92; Tr. 12:55-56, 58-60.]
		1.	Plaintiff's theory:  Sport utility vehicles “should not roll
			over when steered hard on flat, dry, level pavement” 

	Plaintiff's defect theory was that a vehicle "should not roll over when steered hard on flat, dry, level pavement.  It should slide out, or skid to a stop . . . but it should not roll over when steered hard on flat, dry, level pavement."  [Tr. 5:416. Accord, e.g., Tr. 11:45, 47; Tr. 12:58; Tr. 23:8.  See McCathern, 160 Or App at 205, 985 P2d at 808.]  Plaintiff adduced no evidence that this standard had ever been deemed appropriate, or even technologically feasible, by any safety agency, engineering organization, or manufacturer, or published in any engineering or scientific journal.  Plaintiff also adduced no evidence of what design features would be required to enable any vehicle to meet that test, or what the adverse effects of such changes would be on overall safety and other factors emphasized by the Safety Administration, such as fuel economy, emissions, off-road capabilities, load-carrying capacity, towing capability, or performance on snow-covered roads.  And Plaintiff adduced no empirical data showing that any vehicle ever manufactured could meet her advocated standard of never rolling over on flat, dry, level pavement.
2.	Plaintiff's admission that no utility vehicle made in 1994 could meet her standard, and her contention that the 1996 4Runner could meet it

	Plaintiff’s expert Simon Tamny opined that virtually all sport utility vehicles were defective.  [Tr. 12:56-62.]  Apart from the 1996 4Runner, he thought that "possibly" the Jeep Cherokee was the only nondefective sport utility vehicle sold in the United States even in 1997.  [Tr. 12:62.]  As Plaintiff’s counsel stated, “[T]he only vehicle we have said, and we’ve been very careful about this, that would not roll over under these circumstances is their ’96 vehicle . . . .”  [Tr. 17:8 (emphasis added)].  See McCathern, 160 Or App at 221-22 & n.16, 985 P2d at 817 & n.16.
	Mr. Tamny opined that it is "not unreasonable to design a vehicle that will meet the needs of a sport utility vehicle and won't roll over in a side skid on flat dry pavement.  An example is the '96 4Runner."  [Tr. 11:45.]  He further opined that the "pre-'96 4Runner will roll on a flat, dry level road surface and [the] '96 4Runner will not."  [Tr. 12:102-03. Accord  Tr. 5:429; Tr. 12:26, 59; Tr. 17:8; Tr. 23:13, 47-48, 56, 58; Tr. 29:18, 24-26, 145, 154.]
	 As the trial court observed, however, Mr. Tamny never applied his abstract theory to the facts of this accident.   [Tr. 23:56.]   Although, as shown above, he opined that a sport utility vehicle could be designed not to roll over “in a side skid on flat dry pavement,” he did not render an opinion about conditions more extreme than a side skid.  Specifically, he did not opine that any sport utility vehicle had ever been built that would not have rolled over if subjected to conditions substantially similar to the extreme conditions that occurred in this accident.   And he did not conduct any test to determine whether any vehicle, including a 1996 4Runner, would roll over when subjected to substantially similar conditions.	  The court of appeals observed that there was no evidence of a test in which a 1996 4Runner rolled over “in circumstances like those of this accident.”  160 Or App at 231, 985 P2d at 822.   Likewise, there was no evidence of a test in which a 1996 4Runner did not roll over “in circumstances like those of this accident.”  In fact, Plaintiff adduced no evidence of what would happen to any vehicle in circumstances similar to those of this accident.   During developmental -- i.e., not for litigation -- testing using less severe two-turn or “new fishhook” testing on vehicles equipped with outriggers, rollover simulations of a 1996 Toyota 4Runner, a 1995 GM Blazer, a 1995 Ford Explorer, a 1993 Toyota 4Runner, and a 1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee occurred under some conditions and not under others, depending on speed, braking, and tire size.  [Tr. 24:128-29, 25:26-36, 26:5-21, 11A:1-87; Exs. 66, 67, 69, 70, 573.]   None of those tests subjected a vehicle to three abrupt, tightly-linked turns at any speed, or to a series of abrupt maneuvers that caused the vehicle to rock back and forth and serve from one side of the road to the other, or to a series of abrupt maneuvers that caused the vehicle to slide sideways on the two driver-side wheels, then spin around and slide sideways on the two passenger-side wheels, much less to any maneuver that caused a vehicle to do all of the above.
	Plaintiff also offered no accident data to support her contention that the 1996 4Runner would never roll over on flat, dry pavement, especially under extreme circumstances similar to those in this accident.  The Department of Transportation did not publish its analysis of nationwide fatal accidents for calendar-year 1996 until June 1997, after the trial, so the jury could not be provided with any comprehensive real-world data with which to evaluate the 1996 4Runner or compare it to the 1994 4Runner.  [Tr. 23:105-06; Tr. 29:102-03.]	  The court of appeals appears not to have understood that it is undisputed that the Department of Transportation’s analysis of 1996 accident data was not published until after the trial.   The court stated, “There was no evidence at trial -- either from test results or real-world accidents -- of a 1996 4Runner rolling over in circumstances like those of this accident.”  160 Or App at 231, 985 P2d at 822.  Toyota's lawyer, explaining why Mr. Tamny’s assertion that the 1996 4Runner would never roll over on flat, dry pavement was speculative and should be disregarded, predicted that "the 1996 4Runner is going to be involved in rollovers and there will be people badly injured and who are going to die."  [Tr. 29:103.]  He stated that if this case could be tried one year later, "there will be data showing '96 4Runners in on-road rollovers" and that Plaintiff had chosen the 1996 4Runner as the supposedly safer alternative precisely because it was impossible for Toyota to prove a negative without accident data.  [Tr. 29:104.]

	It took less than a year for that prediction to come to pass.  In its new trial motion, Toyota presented newly discovered evidence of (i) a rollover of a 1996 4Runner and (ii) a rollover of a 1997 4Runner, both of which occurred on flat, dry pavement.  The 1997 4Runner has the same design as the 1996 4Runner.   [Affidavit of John Habberstad submitted as Exhibit B to Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Defendants’ Motion for J.N.O.V. or in the Alternative a New Trial.] The trial court denied Toyota’s motion for a new trial based on the new evidence, the court of appeals affirmed, and Toyota has not sought review of that ruling by this Court.
	Mr. Tamny also testified about “lateral g force,” the centrifugal force imposed on the side of a vehicle during a turn.  Roads typically are designed so that a vehicle driven within the speed limit and following the track of the road will not be subjected to a lateral force exceeding 0.2 g.  [Tr. 28:17.] Even in most emergency situations, the lateral forces are less than 0.5 g.  [Tr. 28:19.]  A lateral force of 0.5 g is so severe that a person has to hang onto a steering wheel or some other part of the vehicle to remain upright.  [Tr. 25:14.]
	Mr. Tamny conceded that the 1994 4Runner was able to withstand lateral g forces up to "a little over .8" -- more than 60% greater than those in most emergency situations -- without rolling over.  [Tr. 12:21.]  He also conceded that the 1996 4Runner, which he said was not defective, was able to withstand lateral g forces no greater than 0.94.  [Tr. 12:27.]  In his view, this incremental difference meant that the 1996 model "has just gotten over the crest of the hill where it will generally slide instead of rolling."  [Tr. 11:54; Tr. 12:46 (emphasis added).]  But he did not opine, or present evidence, that the 1996 4Runner would not roll over when subjected to conditions as severe as those in this accident.  He also presented no accident data showing that the 1996 4Runner had not rolled over in real-world driving conditions.  [See Tr. 23:105-06; Tr. 29:102-03; see generally n.3, supra.]
		3.	Plaintiff’s "static stability factor" 
	Plaintiff's other expert, Leon Robertson, opined that almost every utility vehicle ever made was "unreasonably dangerous" under his "static stability factor" theory that the Safety Administration had rejected.  [Tr. 10:42.]  He testified that the 1994 4Runner had a "stability factor" of 1.08, that every utility vehicle with a "stability factor" of anything significantly less than 1.2 "is unreasonably dangerous for the same reason that the 4-Runner is," and that his theory made the Ford Aerostar van, Chevrolet Astro van, Ford Bronco II, Chevrolet S-10 Blazer, Ford Explorer, Geo Tracker, Isuzu Amigo, Isuzu Rodeo, Isuzu Trooper, Jeep CJ5, Jeep CJ7, Jeep Wrangler, Jeep Cherokee, Mazda MPV van, Nissan Pathfinder, and Suzuki Samurai, and "four or five or six" pickup trucks unreasonably dangerous.  [Tr. 9:86-88, 93-94; Tr. 10:42-43; Ex. 33.  See Tr. 9:20, 22, 24-26, 29, 54; Ex. 31.]	  Robertson also admitted that “there’s no question your ‘96 4Runner, as best I know, is the most stable sport utility vehicle on the road today,” in 1997, more than three years after the 1994 4Runner in this case was manufactured.  [Tr. 12:60.] Thus, Plaintiff’s own expert made it clear that the theory on which this case was tried and decided was that a sport utility vehicle made in 1994 was defectively designed because it was not as stable as the most stable sport utility vehicle on the road three years later. 
	Robertson also conceded that his theory "would require that almost all utility vehicles be changed."  52 Fed. Reg. at 49037.  He provided no evidence contrary to the Safety Administration's finding that "those changes could be substantial and have adverse safety effects."  52 Fed. Reg. at 49037.  [Tr. 10:21.]
	He opined that if the track width of the 1994 4Runner had been increased by eight inches, it would have “virtually eliminated that difference in the rollover rate in those vehicles."  [Tr. 9:80.  Accord Tr. 9:77.]  He did not consider or know, however, whether the track width could have been increased by that amount	  An increase of eight inches over the track width of the 1994 4Runner would be an increase of approximately 14%.  [See Ex. 4, p. 213 (1994 4Runner has a track width, or "tread", of 56.1 inches to 58.1 inches, depending on tire size).] without reducing the vehicle's maneuverability, reducing the vehicle’s off-road utility, increasing the vehicle's weight, increasing the price paid by consumers, or otherwise adversely affecting the vehicle's overall value to consumers in the manner stated by the Safety Administration.  [Tr. 9:82-83.]  Nor did he opine that a vehicle with a "stability factor" of 1.2 would meet Plaintiff’s advocated defect test of never rolling over on flat, dry, level pavement.
	F.	The Evidence Regarding Differences Between the 1994 4Runner and the 1996 4Runner
	Plaintiff offered no evidence of the comparative sizes of the cargo areas of the 1994 4Runner and the 1996 4Runner, the vehicles’ comparative towing capacities, or their comparative ground clearances, including the approach angles, departure angles, and breakover angles considered so important by the Safety Administration as to be included in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards.  Uncontradicted evidence showed that the 1996 4Runner was lower, was lighter, and had a wider track-width than the 1994 4Runner.  [Tr. 12:120-28; 11A:78-79.  Accord McCathern, 260 Or App at 205, 985 P2d at 808.]  It was undisputed that making a utility vehicle wider diminishes its utility in off-road situations [Tr. 27:82-84], as does lowering the vehicle and reducing ground clearance.	  As the court of appeals acknowledged, Toyota did not and does not contest that lowering, and increasing the track width of, sport utility vehicles was technologically feasible before 1996.  McCathern, 160 Or App at 205-06, 985 P2d at 808.  Toyota did and does agree with the Safety Administration’s conclusion, however, that these changes could not be made without affecting the vehicle factors identified by that agency as central to the purpose and performance of such vehicles.  See pp. 9-10, supra.
	No witness provided evidence that making the 4Runner wider and lower in 1996 did not have these effects or that making the vehicle lighter did not to some extent reduce the vehicle’s towing or load-bearing capabilities.  Also, no witness provided evidence that, whatever the magnitude of these adverse effects might be, they were outweighed by the incremental increase in rollover resistance.  A Toyota employee, Osami Dobashi, was asked about trade-offs or adverse effects entailed in the 1996 4Runner design, but he testified that his role had been limited to “tests and evaluations related to the handling and stability and riding control,” or “sensory evaluations as far as rollover resistance is concerned.”  [Tr. 12:118.] Accordingly, when asked generally whether the 1996 4Runner was “worse” in any respect than the 1994, Mr. Dobashi could only say,  “I do not know what performance may be bad or worse, because I do not know about all performances.  However, as far as I know, all performances are about the same or better.”  [Tr. 12:130-31.  See also Tr. 11A:78-82 (testimony of Takashi Yonekawa).]
	G.	The Evidence of Ordinary Consumers’ Expectations Regarding the 
		Risk of Rollover in Sport Utility Vehicles Subjected to Abrupt Turns

	Because the 1994 Toyota 4Runner was a sport utility vehicle, it had to comply with the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard that required, and that still requires, all sport utility vehicles to have both a permanent warning label in the passenger compartment, and a more extensive warning in the owner's manual, about rollover risks on paved roads.  See 49 CFR § 575.105 (Oct. 1, 1993).  The warnings inform all drivers and passengers that such vehicles have design characteristics that put them at risk to roll over when subjected to “sharp turns or abrupt maneuvers.”  Section 575.105 required the permanent warning label in the vehicle to have the following or similar rollover warning:
This is a multipurpose passenger vehicle which will handle and maneuver differently from an ordinary passenger car, in driving conditions which may occur on streets and highways and off road. As with other vehicles of this type, if you make sharp turns or abrupt maneuvers, the vehicle may roll over or may go out of control and crash.  You should read driving guidelines and instructions in the Owner's Manual, and WEAR YOUR SEATBELTS AT ALL TIMES."  (Underlining added; all-capital letters in original.)

Likewise, the owner's manual is required to have the following or similar rollover warning:
Utility vehicles have higher ground clearance and a narrower track to make them capable of performing in a wide variety of off-road applications. Specific design characteristics give them a higher center of gravity than ordinary cars. An advantage of the higher ground clearance is a better view of the road allowing you to anticipate problems. They are not designed for cornering at the same speeds as conventional 2-wheel drive vehicles any more than low-slung sports cars are designed to perform satisfactorily under off-road conditions. If at all possible, avoid sharp turns or abrupt maneuvers. As with other vehicles of this type, failure to operate this vehicle correctly may result in loss of control or vehicle rollover.  (Emphasis added.)

	The Safety Administration required these warnings because "the particular handling and maneuvering characteristics of utility vehicles require special driving practices when those vehicles are operated on paved roads."   Id.  The required warnings had been prominently displayed inside every utility vehicle, and had been in every utility vehicle’s owner’s manual, for nearly a dozen years when this accident occurred.  See 49 Fed. Reg. 20016, 20019 (1984), amended at 49 Fed. Reg. 32701 (1984).  The  1994 4Runner had versions of the required warnings both in the vehicle and in the owner’s manual.  [Exs. 2, 4; Tr. 6:49-52.]  No witness testified that ordinary consumers had an expectation contrary to the one conveyed by 12 years of warnings in all sport utility vehicles and owner’s manuals.
	Plaintiff’s experts provided further evidence that consumers familiar with sport utility vehicles would expect them to roll over under circumstances considerably less severe than those in this case.  Plaintiff’s expert Simon Tamny opined that virtually all sport utility vehicles were defective under his test -- that is, virtually all sport utility vehicles would roll over when subjected to a sharp turn on flat, dry, level pavement.  [Tr. 12:56-62.]  Plaintiff's  expert Leon Robertson likewise conceded that virtually every sport utility vehicle ever made was "unreasonably dangerous" under his "stability factor" theory.   [See Tr. 9:86-88, 93-94; Tr. 10:42-43; Ex. 33.]  He agreed that his theory "would require that almost all utility vehicles be changed."  52 Fed. Reg. at 49037.  Like Mr. Tamny, he never suggested that ordinary consumers would expect any sport utility vehicle to be able to withstand rolling over when subjected to the severe conditions of this accident.
	The court of appeals found that certain marketing materials admitted into evidence provided evidence of ordinary consumers’ expectations about the absence of a rollover risk under the conditions that occurred in this case:   (1) A picture in a marketing brochure illustrating the effect of the anti-lock brake system in a 4Runner being steered under control to avoid an obstacle [Ex. 73], (2) a printed ad illustrating the effect of the anti-lock brake system in a 4Runner being steered under control to avoid debris in the road [Exs. 91 & 60] , and (3) television ads showing the 4Runner being steered under control to avoid trees in its path.  160 Or App at 225-26. 985 P2d at 818-19.  There was no evidence of what number or percentage of ordinary consumers saw them or how ordinary consumers interpreted them.  There was no evidence that, as a result of these materials, ordinary consumers believed that 1994 4Runners were so far beyond all other sport utility vehicles that the government-mandated warnings on the visors and in the owner’s manuals, and the experiences with the rest of the utility-vehicle population testified to by Plaintiff’s experts, simply did not apply to 1994 Toyota 4Runners.  There was no evidence that Plaintiff or the driver of the subject vehicle relied on, or even saw, any of the materials.
ARGUMENT
I.	THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED BY CREATING AND APPLYING A NEW PRODUCT LIABILITY THEORY THAT CONFLICTS WITH THE TEXT AND CONTEXT OF ORS 30.920 AND WITH THIS COURT’S DECISIONS IN HEATON AND WILSON

	As this Court has emphasized, courts construing statutes are required to focus on the statutory text and its context, including related provisions, prior enactments and judicial interpretations of those provisions, and the historical context of the enactments.  See, e.g., PGE v. Bureau of Labor and Indus., 317 Or 606, 610-11, 859 P2d 1143, 1145-46 (1993); Owens v. Maass, 323 Or 430, 435, 918 P2d 808, 811 (1996); Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Tualatin Tire & Auto, Inc., 322 Or 406, 415, 908 P2d 300, 306 (1995), on recons, 325 Or 46, 932 P2d 1141 (1997).  Nevertheless, the court of appeals here formulated a new product liability test that sharply departs from the text of ORS 30.920, conflicts with the express legislative purpose of that statute, and conflicts with this Court’s interpretation of the language of Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A codified in that statute.  In addition, that new test has never been endorsed by any of the numerous other jurisdictions that have interpreted § 402A.   Because the test violates the principles of statutory construction established by this Court, and because it is harmful to consumers and manufacturers alike, this Court should reject it and reverse the judgment.  
	A.	The Court of Appeals’ “Representational” Theory Conflicts
		with the Plain Language and Purpose of ORS 30.290

	In 1979 the Oregon Legislature enacted ORS 30.920, codifying  Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A.  The pertinent portion states:  "One who sells or leases any product in a defective condition unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer or to his property is subject to liability for physical harm or damage to property caused by that condition . . . . "   ORS 30.920(1).  As the statute makes clear, a manufacturer cannot be held liable unless the plaintiff proves that the product is both “in a defective condition” and “unreasonably dangerous.”  Cf. Blyth & Co. v. City of Portland, 204 Or 153, 159, 282 P2d 363, 366 (1955)(“one of the accepted rules of statutory construction requires courts so to construe a statute as to give effect to every section, clause, phrase or word”).  This dual requirement guards against liability both (1) where a product is defective, but does not create a safety risk substantial enough to warrant liability in a product liability action (for example, a vehicle with defective paint, defective seat fabric, or a defective radio) and (2) where a product is dangerous, but not defective and unreasonably dangerous (for example, butter	  “Good butter is not unreasonably dangerous merely because, if such be the case, it deposits cholesterol in the arteries and leads to heart attacks; but bad butter, contaminated with poisonous fish oil, is unreasonably dangerous.”  Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A, comment i.).
	The legislature also mandated that this statute “shall be construed in accordance with” comments a through m to § 402A.  ORS 30.920(3).  Portions of comments g, h, i, and j are particularly important here.  Comments g and h, which define “defective condition,” state, in pertinent part:
The rule stated in this Section applies only where the product is, at the time it leaves the seller’s hands, in a condition not contemplated by the ultimate consumer, which will be unreasonably dangerous to him.  The seller is not liable when he delivers the product in a safe condition . . . .  A product is not in a defective condition when it is safe for normal handling . . . ."  (Emphasis added.)

Comment i, which defines “unreasonably dangerous,” states, in pertinent part:
The article sold must be dangerous to an extent beyond that which would be contemplated by the ordinary consumer who purchases it, with the ordinary knowledge common to the community as to its characteristics.  (Emphasis added.)

Comment j, which describes the role of warnings, states, in pertinent part:
Where warning is given, the seller may reasonably assume that it will be read and heeded; and a product bearing such a warning, which is safe for use if it is followed, is not in defective condition, nor is it unreasonably dangerous.  (Emphasis added.)

	 Nevertheless, although acknowledging that ORS 30.920 mandates the elements of a product liability claim in Oregon, the court of appeals literally ignored all of the foregoing provisions other than the portion of comment i requiring that “[t]he article sold must be dangerous to an extent beyond that which would be contemplated by the ordinary consumer who purchases it, with the ordinary knowledge common to the community as to its characteristics.”  160 Or App at 208, 985 P2d at 809.  In particular, the court ignored (1)        § 402A’s requirement, confirmed in comment j, that the plaintiff must prove that the product was both unreasonably dangerous and defective, (2) the rule stated in comment h that a product “is not in a defective condition when it is safe for normal handling,” (3) comment i’s focus on “ordinary knowledge common to the community,” and (4) comment j.  Indeed, the court did not even cite comment h or j, much less attempt to explain how the application of its new test in this case could be squared with those statutory requirements.
	Not only did the court thus impermissibly “omit what has been inserted” by the legislature, ORS 174.010; PGE, 317 Or at 611, 859 P2d at 1146, but it also impermissibly “insert[ed] what has been omitted” by the legislature.  Id.  Specifically, the court read into the statute a theory that neither this Court nor any other court has found in § 402A and its comments -- a theory that allows plaintiffs to recover without proving the elements specifically required by ORS 30.920.
	Under what the court of appeals called a “representational” theory, liability can be established merely by adducing any ad from which “a reasonable juror could find that there is such a relationship between the manufacturer’s representations and the circumstances of the product’s nonperformance that a reasonable consumer would have believed that the product could perform safely under those circumstances.”  160 Or App at 224, 985 P2d at 818.  Under that theory, if a plaintiff can find an ad that, viewed in isolation, could lead a reasonable consumer to infer that a product can do something that it in fact cannot do, the plaintiff can recover in product liability, regardless of whether the plaintiff or any other consumer ever saw it; regardless of whether it was one of a much larger number of advertisements without the language or picture in question; regardless of whether ordinary reasonable consumers actually interpreted it in the manner argued for by the plaintiff; regardless of whether either ordinary consumers or the plaintiff relied on it to their detriment; and regardless of whether the representation made the product defective and unreasonably dangerous within the meaning of the statute, including comments h, i, and j.
	The breathtaking scope of liability encompassed by the court of appeals’ novel “representational” theory is further revealed by the court’s statement, “Considerations of cost and utility are immaterial to the representational approach.  That is, it does not make any difference what it would cost to build a product that could perform as represented -- or even whether such a product could ever feasibly be built.”  Id. at 210, 985 P.2d at 810.  Accord id. at 220, 985 P2d at 816 (“proof of a safer practicable alternative is immaterial to the ‘representational’ formulation”).  Under this expansive theory, manufacturers of all products sold in Oregon would have to insure against, and price their products in contemplation of, liability for not doing the impossible, even absent any evidence that ordinary consumers actually interpreted the marketing material in the manner advocated by plaintiffs, and even absent evidence that the plaintiffs saw or relied on the alleged misrepresentations.  Worse still, the theory would allow liability for not adopting a design that is higher in cost, less useful, and less safe overall than the design criticized by a plaintiff.
	The court of appeals recognized that its “representational” theory departed dramatically from the concept of reasonable consumers’ expectations.  After expressly acknowledging that the “critical question . . . is how does a plaintiff prove reasonable consumer expectation,” id. at 208, 985 P2d at 809, the court stated, “No reasonable consumer could expect a manufacturer to provide an ostensibly ‘safer,’ but actually impracticable, product.”  Id. at 221, 985 P2d at 816.  The court also acknowledged that allowing a case to be submitted to a jury without evidence of the practicability of a supposedly superior alternative design would make “the jury’s inquiry . . . potentially open-ended and speculative.”  Id.  Nevertheless, after thus acknowledging that ORS 30.920 requires an inquiry based on the reasonable consumer, that no reasonable consumer would expect a manufacturer to choose a design that is impracticable, and that allowing a case to be submitted to a jury without evidence of the practicability of an alternative design would result in open-ended and speculative verdicts, the court nevertheless adopted a “representational” liability theory under which “proof of a safer practicable alternative is immaterial.”  Id. at 220, 985 P2d at 816.
	The court expanded the sweep of its novel rule even further.  The court initially stated that liability under the “representational” theory “is established by proving that the manufacturer specifically represented to the consuming public that the product would be able to perform certain functions, when, in fact, it could not, resulting in the plaintiff’s injury.”  Id. at 209, 985 P2d at 810 (emphasis added).  But the court then abandoned both the requirement of a specific representation and the requirement that the plaintiff prove that the misrepresentation had been one “resulting in” -- i.e., causing -- the plaintiff’s injury.
	The court abandoned the requirement of a specific misrepresentation by later stating that a plaintiff can recover by merely finding some representation that “correspond[s] sufficiently to the circumstances of the accident.”  Id. at 223, 985 P2d at 818.  Accord id. at 224, 985 P2d at 818 (“A plaintiff’s proof under the representational theory is legally sufficient if a reasonable juror could find that there is such a relationship between the manufacturer’s representations and the circumstances of the product’s nonperformance that a reasonable consumer would have believed that the product could perform safely under those circumstances.”).   The court even acknowledged that this vague new test “may seem to be so indefinite as to describe a result rather than an analysis.”  Id.  And indeed it is.
	The court gutted the causation requirement by stating that under its “representational” test “causation is virtually self-defining: If the plaintiff was injured because the product did not perform as represented, causation is shown,” even though the plaintiff never relied on, or even saw, the representation.  Id. at 210, 985 P2d at 810.  Accord id. at 211, 985 P2d at 811 (under the “representational approach,” defect and causation “can conflate”).  Under this strange view of causation, a nonspecific advertisement that few people ever actually saw or interpreted in the manner advocated by the plaintiff at trial, and that the plaintiff never saw at all, can still be said to have “caused” the plaintiff’s injury as long as a reasonable jury could find that some ordinary consumer might have given the advertisement that interpretation.  This differs dramatically from the established meaning of causation in the tort of misrepre-  sentation, which requires the plaintiff to prove not only the misrepresentation, but that the plaintiff saw it, justifiably relied on it, and was injured as a result.   See, e.g., Webb v. Clark, 274 Or 387, 391, 546 P2d 1078, 1080 (1976); James A. Henderson, Jr. & Aaron D. Twerski, Product Design Liability in Oregon and the New Restatement, 78 Or L Rev 1, 7 (1999) (hereinafter, “Henderson & Twerski”).
	The extent to which this “representational” theory departs from the language and intent of Restatement § 402A as codified in ORS 30.920(1) is further shown by comparing it to Restatement § 402B, which establishes the elements a plaintiff must prove to recover under a theory of product misrepresentation.  Section 402B states:
One engaged in the business of selling chattels who, by advertising, labels, or otherwise, makes to the public a misrepresentation of a material fact concerning the character or quality of a chattel sold by him is subject to liability for physical harm to a consumer of the chattel caused by justifiable reliance upon the misrepresentation . . . .

	Had the Oregon Legislature intended to codify a Restatement provision to establish liability based on misrepresentation of a product’s characteristics, it would have codified       § 402B, not § 402A.  Section 402B explicitly deals with misrepresentation, whereas neither § 402A nor any of the comments codified in ORS 30.920 even mentions misrepresentation.  To the contrary, comment m explicitly states, “The rule stated in this Section does not require   . . . any representation or undertaking on the part of [the] seller.”   Moreover, there is simply no basis for believing that the legislature intended to use ORS 30.920, a product liability statute, to expand the separate tort of misrepresentation by eliminating both the requirement of a specific misrepresentation and the causal element of “justifiable reliance” explicitly required by section 402B.  See generally Henderson & Twerski at 6-7 & n.23.  The legislature neither codified § 402B nor suggested that it should be read into ORS 30.920 nor suggested that the tort of misrepresentation should be expanded by eliminating the element of justifiable reliance and diluting the requirement of specificity.
	As comment i to § 402A makes clear, that section provides an objective test by focusing on the expectations of the ordinary consumer “with the ordinary knowledge common to the community as to [the product’s] characteristics.”  It requires the plaintiff to prove what knowledge about such products is in fact “common to the community.”  It does not permit a plaintiff merely to flash a few pieces of nonspecific advertising material and ask the jury simply to assume that a large number of people saw those ads, to assume that a large proportion of those people drew the chain of inferences needed to give the ads the meaning advocated by the plaintiff, to assume that that interpretation caused a large portion of the consumer population to disregard all contrary information about what the product in question actually could or could not do, and then to infer, based on that whole series of assumptions, that the ordinary consumer expected the product to perform in a way that it could not perform.  The Reporters for the Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liability have criticized such an “intuitional test” based on “general advertising” or “puffing” as a “hopelessly open-ended and vague test for defect [that] cannot serve as a guide to manufacturers, nor can it be fairly administered by the courts.”  Id. at 12.  As we show in section B below, that is the type of speculative guesswork that this Court rejected in Heaton.
	Comment j to § 402A shows even further that a plaintiff cannot meet the requirements of that section merely by showing a few ads and failing to adduce any evidence that the ads were widely viewed by consumers, interpreted by ordinary consumers in the community in the manner advocated by the plaintiff, and given enough weight over contrary information by ordinary consumers in the community, so as to overcome contrary information about what the product in question actually can and cannot do.   Comment j, as codified in ORS 30.920, states, “Where warning is given, the seller may reasonably assume that it will be read and heeded; and a product bearing such a warning, which is safe for use if it is followed, is not in defective condition, nor is it unreasonably dangerous.”   As this comment shows, Oregon law assumes that a warning, such as the rollover warning required by federal law and included in 1994 4Runners, will be read and heeded and makes the product both nondefective and not unreasonably dangerous.  To overcome that presumption, a plaintiff must provide actual evidence that consumers did not expect the product to perform in the manner identified by the warning.  Were the law otherwise, comment j would have almost no significance.
	In sum, § 402A and its comments, as codified in ORS 30.290, require a product liability plaintiff to prove that the ordinary consumer, “with the ordinary knowledge common to the community as to [the product’s] characteristics,” did not expect the product to entail the risk that resulted in the plaintiff’s harm.  Nothing in § 402A or its comments provides any basis for the court of appeals’ “representational” theory, and the court of appeals cited none.	  Even the court of appeals’ reliance on the decision of an Illinois intermediate appellate court in Smith v. American Motor Sales Corp., 215 Ill App 3d 951, 576 NE2d 146 (1991), as support for its “representational theory” is misplaced.  Although the Smith court recognized that a “representational theory,” had been articulated in the literature, it refused to apply it.  Moreover, unlike the court of appeals here, the Smith court emphasized that, even if such a theory were to be applied, the plaintiff would have to prove justifiable reliance on the representation.   Thus, not even that court recognized the theory devised by the court of appeals.  This flaw in the court of appeals’ opinion is fully explicated in our Petition for Review at pp. 28-29.
	B.	This Court Rejected the “Representational” Theory of Liability in Heaton

	The court of appeals’ “representational” theory also conflicts with this Court’s decision in Heaton.  See Henderson & Twerski at 18-25.   Indeed, the Reporters for the Restatement (Third) of Torts have observed, “No prior holdings by Oregon courts support such an essentially lawless approach to classic design litigation.”  Id. at 25.
	As the court of appeals acknowledged, Heaton is the case in which this Court “first embraced the consumer expectation test” of § 402A and is “the only reported decision that grapples in any meaningful way with a plaintiff’s obligations of proof . . . .”  160 Or App at 211-12, 985 P2d at 811-12.  In Heaton the plaintiff was driving his pickup truck when it hit a rock on the highway.  The truck continued uneventfully for about 35 miles, then rolled over.  Later, one of the wheel rims was found separated from the portion of the wheel that had been attached to the wheel lugs.  The plaintiff claimed that the wheel was defective.  This Court affirmed a nonsuit, holding that the plaintiff had failed to present the required substantial evidence of the ordinary reasonable consumer's expectation.
	In doing so, this Court flatly rejected the plaintiff's argument that the manufacturer’s advertising describing the truck as “solid” and “rugged” provided evidence sufficient under   § 402A to prove ordinary consumers’ expectations about the specific type of event that occurred.  The Court explicitly noted that the plaintiff -- just like Plaintiff here -- had not invoked § 402B, the misrepresentation section of the Restatement:
The plaintiff does not contend that the advertising constituted misrepresentation under Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402B, but rather that the advertising in general tends to create expectations of strength and durability under Section 402A.  A general impression of durability, however, does not help a customer to form an expectation about the breaking point of a wheel.  A “rugged” Ford truck could be expected to negotiate rough terrain, including five-or-six-inch rocks, at appropriate off-the-road speeds, but it does not follow that a user could expect the same thing at highway speeds.  If such expectations do exist, the record should contain evidence to support the inference that they do.

Heaton, 248 Or at 475, 435 P2d at 810 (emphasis added).
	Thus, this Court established that product liability under § 402A cannot be based on a “representational” theory.  To predicate § 402A liability on an inference that selected advertising material caused ordinary consumers to form specific expectations about a specific type of accident, the plaintiff must adduce evidence, beyond the ads themselves, that supports the inference that the ads actually generated those specific expectations.  The requirement of such evidence of what ordinary consumers actually “do expect from the product,” id. at 474, 435 P2d at 809, is a logical necessity, because § 402A otherwise would completely subsume § 402B as the misrepresentation section and would broaden the tort of misrepresentation immeasurably by eliminating the “justifiable reliance” requirement.
	In sum, the court of appeals’ novel “representational” theory conflicts with the express language of ORS 30.920(1), with the express language of comments g, h, i, and j to Restatement § 402A, as incorporated by reference in ORS 30.920, and with Heaton.
	C.	The Manner in Which the Court of Appeals Applied Its Novel “Representational” Theory Confirms That the Theory Dramatically Expands Oregon Product Liability Law in an Impermissible and Harmful Way

	The dangerously expansive nature of the court of appeals’ “representational” theory is confirmed in the court’s application of its theory to the facts of this case.  The court conceded that the selected advertising materials introduced into evidence by Plaintiff  “did not, of course, explicitly represent that the 1994 4Runner would not roll over under the exact circumstances prescribed here. . . .  Rather, plaintiff’s proof turned on Toyota’s more generalized representations showing the vehicle’s maneuverability.”  160 Or App at 224, 985 P2d at 818.  The court further acknowledged that the ads addressed maneuvers “less extreme than those which occurred in plaintiff’s accident.”  Id. at 225, 985 P2d at 818-19 .
	Moreover, none of the advertising material introduced as evidence made any statement about resistance to rollover.   To the contrary, the printed brochures with the pictures referred to by the court of appeals, Exhibits 60, 73, and 91, explicitly made it clear that the pictures attempted to show the reliability of the anti-lock braking system.  Likewise, the television ads that the court described in detail, and relied on most extensively as evidence on which the jury could have based a conclusion about ordinary consumers’ expectations regarding resistance to rollover under circumstances as severe as those in this accident, said nothing about rollover resistance, did not show vehicles making three abrupt, tightly-linked turns or rocking back and forth or sliding sideways on the two passenger-side wheels or spinning around to slide sideways on the two driver-side wheels or swerving from one shoulder of the road to the other and back again, and did not show any vehicle being subjected to similarly extreme forces.   In fact, none of the ads showed a vehicle making more than one turn at a time, and each turn shown was made under control.  Thus, when Plaintiff’s lawyer asked Toyota employee Don Cecconi about the ads, Mr. Cecconi stated, “I think it’s pretty clear that the vehicle negotiated that turn without rolling over . . . .”  [Tr. 15A:56-57 (emphasis added).]	  The television ads were on a videotape marked as Exhibit 79, which was not admitted into evidence. The jury was shown the videotaped deposition of Mr. Cecconi, who was asked various questions about the ads as the ads were shown to him in the deposition.  That videotape, too, was not admitted into evidence, and Plaintiff did not rely on the television ads in her brief below.   Accordingly, the court of appeals’ reliance on those ads is, at a minimum, puzzling.  In any event, as shown in the text above, those ads depicted vehicles in controlled turns having no resemblance whatsoever to the extreme forces involved in this case.
	There was no evidence of any representation that the 1994 4Runner could withstand  anything remotely similar to a series of three tightly-linked turns so abrupt as to cause the vehicle to skid side-ways on its passenger-side tires, whirl around and skid sideways on its driver-side tires, rock back and forth, and swerve from one road shoulder to the other.  The court of appeals found none.  Instead, the court stated only that the jury “could conclude that, given Toyota’s representations, an ordinary consumer would reasonably expect a 1994 4Runner traveling at legal speed not to roll over following foreseeable evasive maneuvers, such as three sharp turns on a flat, dry, paved highway.”  Id. at 227, 985 P2d at 819 (emphasis in original).
	That conclusion is indefensible for three separate reasons.  First, even after conceding that the ads were “more generalized representations” depicting maneuvers “less extreme” than those in this accident, the court gave a woefully incomplete description of the undisputed severity of the conditions to which the vehicle was subjected.  Plaintiff’s own expert admitted that the sequence here was not merely “three sharp turns,” as the court suggested; rather, it was three sharp turns, at more than 50 mph, so abrupt and tightly linked that they caused the vehicle to slide sideways on the passenger-side wheels, to swerve from one road shoulder to the other, to spin around and slide sideways on the driver-side wheels, and to rock back and forth, all before finally rolling over.  None of the ads suggested anything even remotely similar to such an extreme sequence.  In addition, as the court’s own descriptions make clear, each of the ads depicts a vehicle being steered by a driver in complete control, not a vehicle wildly out of control.  See id. at 225-26, 985 P2d at 818-19.  
	Second, the court engaged in faulty logic by asserting that ordinary reasonable consumers would expect a sport utility vehicle not to roll over under the circumstances of this case merely because the extraordinary set of forces and motions constituted a “foreseeable evasive maneuver.”  It is equally foreseeable that drivers of a variety of vehicles will lose control and slide sideways into a tripping mechanism such as a curb, or that numerous other events will occur that would cause even a low-slung Ferrari to roll over.  But the mere foreseeability of these events has nothing to do with whether or not ordinary consumers expect vehicles to be able to withstand those events without rolling over.  Ordinary consumers can foresee all sorts of accidents, including collisions between trains and passengers cars, but it cannot logically or legally be inferred that ordinary consumers therefore expect vehicles to be able to protect passengers from injury in those situations.
	The truth is, there was no evidence of any kind that conditions as severe as those in this case get imposed on utility vehicles more than once in a blue moon.  There was no evidence that any similarly severe incident had ever occurred in any sport utility vehicle ever made without resulting in a rollover.  There was no evidence that the ads showing a vehicle making one or two turns under the driver’s control caused anyone, much less ordinary consumers with knowledge common to the community, to expect that sport utility vehicles would be immune to rolling over when subjected to three abrupt, opposing, out-of-control spins of the steering wheel, swerving back and forth from shoulder to shoulder at highway speeds, sliding sideways first on the two passenger-side wheels and then spinning around and sliding sideways on the two driver-side wheels, and rocking back forth during the sequence.
	To the contrary, there was powerful, uncontradicted evidence that ordinary consumers with knowledge common to the community would have expected every utility vehicle to roll over under such severe circumstances.  Uncontradicted evidence shows that ordinary consumers and users of every sport utility vehicle, including the 1994 4Runner, were specifically warned that any sharp turn or abrupt maneuver could cause such vehicles to roll over.  That is exactly what consumers had been told for more than 12 years by the rollover warnings that federal law required, and still requires, to be permanently affixed to the inside of every sport utility vehicle and by the additional rollover warnings that federal law required, and still requires, to be included in the owner's manual for every such vehicle.  (See pp. 16-17, supra.)  When government-mandated warnings in every such vehicle on the road and in every such vehicle's owner's manual expressly tell every driver and passenger that this class of vehicles is susceptible to rollover when subjected to sharp turns or abrupt maneuvers, 49 CFR § 575.105, ordinary consumers must expect the risk to exist.  When, as here, the conditions are not just a single sharp turn, but a series of three tightly-linked sharp turns, swerving from one road shoulder to the other, sliding sideways on the two passenger-side wheels, spinning around and sliding on the two driver-side vehicles, and rocking back and forth during the sequence, it is inconceivable that ordinary consumers exposed on a daily basis to the mandated warnings would expect the vehicle to be immune to rolling over.
	In addition, Plaintiff's own experts testified that virtually every utility vehicle ever made in and before 1994 is unduly susceptible to rolling over on flat, dry, level pavement.  (See p. 14, supra.)  Plaintiff's expert Robertson used Exhibit 33 to show that, in a five-state study of rollover accidents, all 20 sport utility models in the study, although made by a wide variety of manufacturers, had rollover rates more than twice as high as that of a general category called "passenger cars."  [Tr. 9:49-51; Tr. 10:4-6; Ex. 31.]  Therefore, Plaintiff's own evidence proves that, to the extent that ordinary consumers have expectations regarding the risk of rollovers in sport utility vehicles made in and before 1994, and even in and after 1997, they must expect a substantial risk in every such vehicle.  In short, Plaintiff's own evidence shows that ordinary consumers' real-world experience with sport utility vehicles reinforces, and even enhances, the expectation generated by the rollover warnings required by law since 1984 in every such vehicle and in every such vehicle's owner's manual.
	Third, the court of appeals’ conclusion ignores this Court’s explicit language in Heaton.  As shown above, Heaton rejected a liability-through-advertising product-liability theory and stated, “A ‘rugged’ Ford truck could be expected to negotiate rough terrain, including five-or-six-inch rocks, at appropriate off-the-road speeds, but it does not follow that a user could expect the same thing at highway speeds.”  248 Or at 475, 435 P2d at 810.  Here, identically, even if the ads referred to by the court of appeals could be said to have caused the 1994 4Runner to “be expected to negotiate” one or two turns at the speeds shown in the ads, “it does not follow that a user could expect the same thing at highway speeds.”  Likewise, even if the ads could be said to have caused the vehicle to “be expected to negotiate” one or two turns by a driver in control of the vehicle, “it does not follow that a user could expect the same thing” of the vehicle when subjected to three abrupt turns so tightly linked as to cause the vehicle to go completely out of control, swerve wildly from one shoulder of the road to the other, slide sideways first on the two passenger-side wheels, then spin around and slide sideways on the two driver-side wheels, and rock back and forth during the sequence.
	As in Heaton, if such expectations about such an extraordinary event are to be attributed to ordinary consumers based on ads that do not depict or discuss any event of any such severity, “the record should contain evidence to support the inference that they do.”  Id.  There is no such evidence here, and the court of appeals cited none.
	The court of appeals attempted to justify its departure from Heaton by asserting that “to restrict the representational approach to those circumstances where the manufacturer’s representations correspond exactly with the circumstances of the accident would effectively insulate manufacturers from liability.”  160 Or App at 224, 985 P2d at 818.  That is plainly wrong.   The court’s “representational” theory did not even exist in this State until the court of appeals created it in this case, and numerous cases since this Court embraced § 402A in Heaton have resulted in verdicts and judgments against manufacturers.
	In this very case, if the ads that Plaintiff introduced as evidence really did cause ordinary consumers with knowledge common to the community to expect utility vehicles not to be at risk of rolling over under the extreme circumstances of this accident, Plaintiff could have used any of numerous methods to prove it.   If such an expectation were so pervasive and, as Plaintiff’s experts and counsel argued, was not being met by any sport utility vehicle other than the 1996 4Runner, Plaintiff could have adduced evidence that, for example, (1) federal or state safety regulators, such as the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, had promulgated regulations or published findings indicating that all the vehicles were failing to meet consumers’ expectations or that consumers were being misled; (2) automotive publications, such as “Car & Driver” or “Road & Track,” had concluded that all the vehicles were failing to meet consumers’ expectations or that consumers were being misled; (3) consumer publications, such as “Consumer Reports,” had concluded that all the vehicles were failing to meet consumers’ expectations or that consumers were being misled; (4)  safety researchers at institutions such as the Highway Safety Research Institute had concluded that all the vehicles were failing to meet consumers’ expectations or that consumers were being misled; or (5) unrelenting industry critics, such as Ralph Nader, had criticized the industry for selling vehicles that were failing to meet consumers’ expectations or for employing advertising that misled consumers about rollover safety .  Even in the absence of such evidence, Plaintiff could have had her experts conduct a scientifically proper survey designed to determine what ordinary consumers expect the rollover risk to be in circumstances of this accident.  Alternatively, Plaintiff could have had her experts conduct a scientifically proper survey designed to determine whether ordinary consumers interpret the ads in issue as representing that the 4Runner will not roll over under circumstances as severe as those in this accident.  Plaintiff, however, did none of these.
	These are just some examples of the many ways in which product liability plaintiffs can prove the relevant expectations of ordinary consumers with knowledge common to the community, as required by § 402A, Heaton, and ORS 30.920.  In addition, if the manufacturer did make a misrepresentation on which the plaintiff did rely, the plaintiff could recover under a misrepresentation theory by proving the elements of such a claim.  That is why the court of appeals stands alone in asserting that its “representational” theory of product liability is needed to ensure that manufacturers are not “insulated from liability.”
	D.	The Court of Appeals Erred by Diluting the Requirement That
a Product Liability Plaintiff Must Adduce Evidence of the Comparative Cost and Practicability of the Plaintiff’s Proposed Alternative Design

	The court of appeals also erred in its treatment of the rule established by this Court mandating that a plaintiff cannot recover for a defective design without introducing sufficient evidence of the cost and practicability of the alternative design that the plaintiff contends the manufacturer should have implemented.  In Heaton this Court stated that where a product’s failure “occurs under conditions with which the average person has experience, the facts of the accident alone may constitute a sufficient basis for the jury to decide whether the expectations of an ordinary consumer of the product were met."  248 Or at 473, 435 P2d at 809.  But where the type of accident in issue is "not so common that the average person would know from personal experience what to expect under the circumstances," to permit the jury to decide "purely on its own intuition * * * would convert the concept of strict liability into the absolute liability of an insurer."  Id. (emphasis added).  Accordingly:
Where the jury has no experiential basis for knowing this, the record must supply such a basis. In the absence of either common experience or evidence, any verdict would, in effect, be the jury’s opinion of how strong the product should be.  Such an opinion by the jury would be formed without the benefit of data concerning the cost or feasibility of designing and building stronger products.  Without reference to the relevant factual data, the jury has no special qualifications for deciding what is reasonable.

Id. at 473-74, 435 P2d at 809 (emphasis added; original emphasis deleted).  Thus, Heaton makes clear that a plaintiff who claims that the design of a complex product is defective and unreasonably dangerous, or that a less complex product is defective and unreasonably dangerous under unusual conditions, cannot get to the jury without introducing specific data sufficient to enable the jury to make an informed evaluation of the comparative costs and functionality of the actual design and the advocated alternative design. 
	The court of appeals acknowledged that Heaton requires a plaintiff under § 402A to provide the relevant specific data needed to establish the cost and utility of a proposed alternative design:
As we understand Heaton, . . . the court rejected the plaintiff’s premise that a jury should be permitted to intuit how a product should perform, or should have been designed, without reference to proof of actual practicability.  That is, permitting the imposition of liability based on “pie-in-the-sky” speculation, unanchored to concrete considerations of cost and utility, would transform “strict liability into * * * absolute liability.”

160 Or App at 214, 985 P2d at 812-13 (emphasis added).  Likewise, as the court of appeals recognized, this Court reemphasized the importance of this requirement in Wilson v. Piper Aircraft Corp., 282 Or 61, 577 P2d 1322, reh’g denied, 282 Or 411, 579 P2d 1287 (1978):
The court stated [in Wilson] that, in complex cases where “practicability cannot be properly weighed solely on the basis of inference and common knowledge,” “[i]t is not proper to submit [the case] to the jury unless the court is satisfied that there is evidence from which the jury could find the suggested alternatives are not only technically feasible but also practicable in terms of cost and the over-all design and operation of the product.” .  .  .  We thus conclude that a plaintiff who proceeds under the consumer risk-utility approach must present evidence from which the jury could find the availability of a safer practicable alternative design.

160 Or App at 221, 985 P2d at 816.

	The court of appeals further recognized that “the requirement of practicability addresses the concerns anticipated in Heaton” and “properly inform[s] the ‘risk-utility’ approach,” even though Wilson was decided under the “reasonable manufacturer” test, rather than under the consumer-expectation test of § 402A.  Id.  See also Hoyt v. Vitek, Inc., 134 Or App 271, 281, 894 P2d 1225, 1231 (1995)(“Where the utility of the product is great and any change of design necessary to alleviate the risk would adversely affect its utility, such a product is not defectively designed even though the possibility of injury was realized at the time of sale.”); Wood v. Ford Motor Co., 71 Or App 87, 92, 691 P2d 495, 498 (1984), rev denied, 298 Or 773, 697 P2d 556 (1985)(plaintiff must show alternative practicable design where technical complexity of product exceeds realm of common knowledge); Glover v. BIC Corp., 6 F3d 1318, 1330-32 (9th Cir. 1993)(applying Oregon law and reaching same conclusion).  In fact, the Restatement (Third) of Torts praises this Court for having led the way in formulating the reasonable-alternative-design requirement, and notes that “[c]ourts in other states have followed Oregon’s path in this regard.”  Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liability § 2, comment d, pp. 61-62 (1997).  As the Restatement summarizes Oregon’s rule, Oregon cases “not only require proof of a reasonable alternative design but demand a high threshold of evidence to support the conclusion that it would be as practical and efficient as the challenged design.”  Id. (emphasis added).
	The Heaton/Wilson requirement applies with special force when the product is one that, like a utility vehicle, is designed for special functions and requires special design characteristics to perform those functions.  See generally Hoyt, 134 Or App at 282, 894 P2d at 1231.  In Delvaux v. Ford Motor Co., 764 F2d 469 (7th Cir. 1985), for example, the court held that Ford was entitled to a directed verdict on the plaintiff’s strict-liability claim that 1968 Mustang convertibles were defectively designed because they did not have roll bars to protect against injuries in rollover accidents.  The court applied the law of Wisconsin, which, like Oregon, embraced the consumer-expectation test.  Id. at 474.  Under that test, the court held, "the duty of a manufacturer of products with a special design is only to consider alternatives compatible with the special design."  Id. at 474-75 (citing Curtis v. General Motors Corp., 649 F2d 808, 811-12 (10th Cir 1981).	  The court also held:
Since the most obvious feature of a convertible is its lack of a roof, dangers which the ordinary consumer would associate with that feature will not support a strict product liability cause of action in Wisconsin.  Among those dangers is the danger that should the car be in a rollover accident, injuries of the sort included here will occur.  764 F2d at 474.   Cf. Dreisenstok v. Volkswagenwerk, A.G., 489 F2d 1066 (4th Cir 1974) (manufacturer of "van type multipurpose vehicle" entitled to JNOV on negligence claim because plaintiff’s contention that van's front end should have been lengthened to add "crush space" conflicted with "peculiar purposes of its design").  
	Because juries in Oregon are instructed to decide whether or not a product is defectively designed by applying the consumer-expectation test, the threshold alternative- design requirement is the primary means for courts to ensure that Oregon product liability law will help, not harm, consumers in cases involving complex technology and accident circumstances with which the ordinary consumer has little knowledge or experience.  The standard consumer-expectation instruction requires the jury to decide whether the product is more dangerous than "would be contemplated by the ordinary consumer who purchases it, with the ordinary knowledge common to the community as to its characteristics."  But if the technology and accident circumstances are complex and beyond the knowledge and experience of the ordinary consumer, the ordinary consumer's expectation as to how the product will perform under those circumstances will be an uninformed expectation, and could easily be an expectation that could in fact be met only by an alternative design that would actually be less safe or less useful than an informed ordinary consumer would expect or want.  See Heaton, 248 Or at 473, 435 P2d at 809 (where type of accident in issue is "not so common that the average person would know from personal experience what to expect under the circumstances," to permit the jury to decide "purely on its own intuition  . . . would convert the concept of strict liability into the absolute liability of an insurer").
	As this Court recognized in Heaton, a verdict finding a manufacturer liable for having rejected such a societally harmful alternative design would be antithetical to the fundamental purpose of the consumer-expectation test, which is to protect the public against products that are "unreasonably dangerous."  ORS 30.920 (1).  The threshold alternative- design requirement protects against that danger by requiring the plaintiff to submit sufficient cost and practicability data showing that the alternative design advocated by the plaintiff not only would reduce the specific risk that caused the subject accident, but would do so in a manner that improves the product's overall safety and is not outweighed by an increase of the product's cost to consumers, an increase in consumers' cost of maintaining or using the product, a decrease in the product's utility, or an impairment of the product's ability to perform its expected and desired specialized functions.	  As Professor Vetri has shown, the legislative history of ORS 30.920 establishes that the legislature's intent in codifying § 402A was to "stabilize" product liability law at the instance of manufacturers and insurers who had argued that increasing product liability exposure had made product liability insurance unaffordable and unavailable.  See Dominick Vetri, Legislative Codification of Strict Products Liability Law in Oregon, 59 Or L Rev 363, 365 (1981).  It cannot seriously be argued that, in attempting to "stabilize" the law and prevent liability for products with reasonable designs, the legislature intended to change the law in a manner that would actually promote multi-million dollar awards against manufacturers for having rejected designs that would decrease the overall safety of their products or significantly impair the products' utility in order to achieve an incremental decrease of one specific type of risk.  Professor Vetri has put it this way:

     Yet a literal application of the consumer contemplation test would preclude proper consideration of design defect cases.  Many product designs today are so complex and technologically sophisticated that it is difficult to even argue that the ordinary consumer can contemplate safety aspects of such products.  Moreover, it would be inappropriate to judge how safe a complex piece of equipment must be solely by a consumer contemplation standard, when such factors as technological feasibility, utility impairment and cost are relevant to design development.  Thus, in the design context, no single standard can suffice; such defects require a balancing of factors.  Id. at 399.
 	Thus, in order to satisfy the threshold test and have her design-defect claim submitted to the jury in this case, Plaintiff was required to submit substantial evidence that, when the 1994 4Runner was manufactured, it could have been redesigned, in the manner she advocated to reduce the risk of rollovers, without increasing other safety risks and without imposing offsetting consumer costs or an offsetting reduction in the vehicle's ability to perform the specialized functions of a sport utility vehicle.  In particular, to support her claim that the "vehicle design standard [for any vehicle to be nondefective with respect to rollovers] is that the vehicle should not roll over when steered hard on flat, dry, level pavement"  [Tr. 5:416-17.  Accord Tr. 11:45, 12:102-03], Plaintiff was required to meet the Heaton/Wilson  threshold requirement of submitting evidence that the 1994 4Runner could have been modified to meet that design standard without increasing other safety risks or imposing offsetting consumer costs or an offsetting reduction in the vehicle's ability to perform the specialized functions of a sport utility vehicle.
 	Nevertheless, rather than applying the Heaton/Wilson explicit requirement of “data” enabling the jury to compare the costs of the challenged design and Plaintiff’s proposed alternative design, the court of appeals ignored the fact that Plaintiff here had introduced no data comparing, or enabling the jury to compare, the cost or price of the 1994 4Runner with the cost or price of the 1996 4Runner, let alone what it would have cost to accelerate the 1996 design changes in time for incorporation two years earlier in the 1994 4Runner.  	 Likewise, rather than applying the Heaton/Wilson requirement of “data” enabling the jury to compare the practicability of the two designs, the court of appeals ignored the fact that Plaintiff introduced no data regarding the ground clearance of the 1994 4Runner, the admittedly lower ground clearance of the 1996 4Runner, the "approach angles," "departure angles," and "breakover angles" of the two vehicles, the visibility in the 1994 4Runner, the visibility in the admittedly lower 1996 4Runner, the towing capability of the 1994 4Runner, the towing capability of the lighter 1996 4Runner, the off-road performance of the 1994 4Runner, or the off-road performance of the admittedly wider-tread 1996 4Runner.  Yet those factors, ignored by Plaintiff, are the very kinds of data that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration repeatedly has said are the important distinguishing characteristics of sport utility vehicles that are affected by lowering the height and widening the track-width of such vehicles.  See p. 14, supra.   They also are the very kinds of data this Court held in Wilson were essential to meet the threshold test for a design defect.  Those data were readily available through discovery or vehicle inspections by Plaintiff’s experts.  Nevertheless, Plaintiff chose not to provide any of those data to the jury.  Instead, she offered only conclusory general statements by witnesses to the effect that the design changes in the 1996 4Runner did not interfere with its function as a sport utility vehicle.
	Without any data quantifying the amount by which the specific risk in issue -- here, the rollover risk -- is reduced by the alternative design, the amount by which the product’s cost to consumers is affected, and the amounts by which the various aspects of functionality and other relevant factors are affected, the jury can only speculate as to whether the marginal decrease in the narrow type of specific risk is really desirable or whether, instead, it is outweighed by other considerations important to consumers.  That type of speculation is exactly what this Court held improper in Heaton and Wilson, yet that is exactly the type of speculation that the court of appeals affirmed here.  Indeed, that speculation is especially significant in this case because (1) the only alternative design alleged by Plaintiff did not even come into existence until two years after the vehicle in question was designed and manufactured, and (2) the vehicle with that new design had been introduced so recently that there were no accident data available to either side to provide to the jury to provide a real-world performance comparison.  Having chosen that tactic, it was particularly incumbent upon Plaintiff to provide the jury with evidence of what it would have cost to accelerate a major new design by two full years, and to provide evidence that the marginal decrease in rollover risk would, to the ordinary reasonable consumer, have been worth that increased cost and the consequences that flowed from lowering the vehicle and increasing its track-width.
	Instead of applying the Heaton/Wilson rule and holding Toyota entitled to judgment as a matter of law because of Plaintiff’s failure to provide any such data, however, the court of appeals held that the verdict for Plaintiff could stand simply because (1) Plaintiff’s expert Tamny opined that the 1996 design reduced the rollover risk in some unspecified amount, (2) Toyota was able to implement the 1996 design two years after the 1994 vehicles were produced, and (3) Plaintiff’s experts Tamny and Robertson testified that the 1996 design modifications “did not interfere with its sports utility functions in any way, nor did they reduce the vehicle’s safety in nonrollover accidents.”  160 Or App at 222, 985 P2d at 817.  The court thereby impermissibly diluted the threshold requirement for the consumer-expectation test pioneered by this Court.	  In addition, the court’s description of Tamny’s and Robertson’s testimony is seriously in error.  Neither of those witnesses stated that the numerous differences between the 1994 and 1996 4Runners “did not interfere with [the] sport utility functions in any way,” and neither of them stated that those changes caused no reduction in safety unrelated to rollovers.  To the contrary, uncontradicted evidence showed that the 1996 4Runner was lower and had a wider track-width than the 1994 4Runner  [Tr. 12:120-28; 11A:78-79], and it was undisputed that making a utility vehicle wider diminishes its utility in off-road situations  [Tr. 27:82-84] and that lowering the vehicle and reducing ground clearance impairs off-road and bad-weather functions.   [Tr. 9:74-77, 10:24.  See 52 Fed. Reg. 49033, 49037 (1987); 61 Fed. Reg. 28550, 28552 (1996).] 
	Finally, the court of appeals’ formulation of the risk-utility test substantially departed from ORS 30.920, Heaton, and Wilson by abandoning the requirement of reasonably safe designs in favor of a requirement of the “safest” design.  The court stated, “[T]he consumer risk-utility approach proceeds from the premise that ordinary consumers reasonably expect products to be designed in the safest feasible and practicable manner.”  160 Or App at 210, 985 P2d at 810 (emphasis added).  Accord id. at 218, 985 P2d at 815 (“consumers can reasonably expect a product to be designed in the safest practicable manner”).
	Under that theory, all products would have to be made identically, in the “safest practicable manner.”  Thus, for example, there could be no small cars, because big cars are safer and practicable; there could be no convertibles, because cars with hard tops are safer and practicable; and every car would have to have every state-of-the-art safety device, regardless of the effect on price, fuel efficiency, durability, comfort, and other considerations.  Likewise, shoes with leather soles or high heels would be defective, since athletic shoes with less slippery ribbed rubber soles are safer and practicable.   Neither ORS 30.920 nor this Court’s decisions permit a rule so plainly contrary to the expectations of the ordinary consumer and so plainly harmful to the public interest.
	Accordingly, this Court should reaffirm the vitality and importance of the requirement that a plaintiff who seeks recovery by attacking a product’s design must pass the threshold test of adducing data that will enable a reasonable jury to compare the costs to consumers, and the practicability, of the challenged design and the alternative design so that the jury can determine whether the alternative design would have prevented the plaintiff’s injury without increasing other risks, increasing consumer costs, or affecting product attributes that contribute to the product’s overall value to consumers.  When that requirement is applied here, it mandates that the judgment be reversed.
II.	THE COURT OF APPEALS’ DECISION IMPROPERLY DILUTES OR ELIMINATES THE CAUSATION REQUIREMENT OF ORS 30.920

	At the close of Plaintiff's case, Toyota moved for a directed verdict because Plaintiff had failed to prove causation.  [Tr. 23:55-56.]  Toyota argued that there was no evidence demonstrating that a sport utility vehicle with any other design, including the design of the 1996 4Runner, would not have rolled over in this accident.   The trial court deferred ruling until the close of all the evidence, when Toyota renewed its directed verdict motion.  [Tr. 28:110-18.]  The trial court did not disagree regarding the absence of any such evidence, but denied the motion on the grounds that Plaintiff did not have to show that a vehicle with her alternative design -- the 1996 4Runner -- would not have rolled over under the circumstances of the subject accident.  [Tr. 28:115-18.] 
	Although it did not endorse the trial court’s view of the causation requirement, the court of appeals affirmed on the ground that Plaintiff’s expert Simon Tamny had testified “that the 1996 4Runner’s lower center of gravity and wider wheel track made it ‘very unlikely’ that a 1996 4Runner would have rolled over in the circumstances in which plaintiff was injured.”  160 Or App at 222, 985 P2d at 817.   Both courts committed error.
	 The court of appeals’ error was a crucial misunderstanding of Tamny’s testimony.  Tamny opined only that the 1996 4Runner design generally reduced the rollover risk by some unspecified amount.  [Tr. 11:54.  See 160 Or App at 205, 985 P.2d at 808.]  As the trial court correctly observed, that testimony was just a general statement, limited to what the vehicles would or would not do when subjected to a lateral force of 0.9 g; Tamny "didn't apply [his conclusion], as I recall, to these facts."  [Tr. 23:56.]  Specifically, neither Tamny nor any other witness opined, or offered any evidence, that a 1996 4Runner would not have rolled over under circumstances as severe as those in this accident.  Neither he nor any other witness opined that the 1996 4Runner design would more probably than not have prevented a rollover under these, or substantially similar, extreme conditions.  Nor did he or any other witness adduce any evidence of any test imposing similarly extreme conditions and showing that the 1996 4Runner did not roll over.
	In fact, when Plaintiff’s counsel specifically asked Tamny whether he had an opinion, “based upon a reasonable probability as to if Ms. Sanders and Ms. McCathern and her children had been in the ‘96 Toyota, would that vehicle have rollovers [sic]?”, Toyota’s counsel objected because of a lack of foundation for such an opinion.  When the trial court sustained the objection, Plaintiff’s counsel chose not to pursue that line of inquiry, and Tamny never expressed any opinion as to whether a 1996 4Runner would have rolled over under the circumstances of this accident.   [Tr. 12:27-33.]
	Tamny made it quite clear that his opinion was only that the 1996 4Runner “will generally slide instead of rolling.”   [Tr. 11:54 (emphasis added).]  That is a far cry from expressing an opinion that the 1996 4Runner would not have rolled over under the extraordinary conditions in this accident.  He never expressed the latter opinion.  That is to his credit, because he undoubtedly knew that it would have been false and that every sport utility vehicle ever made would have rolled over if subjected to such severe conditions.
	Just as the court of appeals was wrong on the evidence, the trial court was wrong on the law in stating that Plaintiff did not have to show that a vehicle with her alternative design -- the 1996 4Runner -- would not have rolled over under the circumstances of the subject accident.  Every product-liability plaintiff must prove that the defect she has alleged is what in fact caused her injury:  "[T]he plaintiff in a strict liability case is required to establish that such condition proximately caused his injury or damages."  Gilmour v. Norris Paint & Varnish Co., 52 Or App 179, 184, 627 P2d 1288, 1291 (1981) (emphasis added), (citing Restatement (2d) Torts § 402A and Hursh & Bailey, American Law of Products Liability 2d 691, § 4:17 (1974)).
	The plaintiff in Gilmour argued that a paint sprayer was defective because it lacked certain safety guards.  The court of appeals upheld a directed verdict for the manufacturer on the ground that the product the plaintiff claimed would be nondefective -- one with the safety guards -- would not have prevented the same injury:  "[T]here is no causal connection between plaintiff's injuries and the defendant's failure . . . to provide a guard of the kind introduced into evidence . . . [b]ecause none of the nozzle guards in evidence   . . . would serve to prevent an injury such as his."  52 Or App at 185, 627 P2d at 1291.  
	Thus, Plaintiff here was required to prove that the product she contended was a safer alternative would in fact have prevented her injury under the same circumstances.  As the trial court correctly recognized, however, Plaintiff did not submit any evidence applying Tamny's abstract statement about the 1996 4Runner to the facts of this accident.  Specifically, Plaintiff submitted no evidence, through expert opinion or otherwise, that, had she been riding in the only alternative she proposed, a 1996 4Runner, a rollover would not have occurred in circumstances as severe as those of this accident.	  Uncontradicted evidence proved that a series of sharp, abrupt turns can significantly increase the risk of rollover beyond the risk created by the lateral g force in a single such turn.  [See, e.g., Tr. 27:18-20.]  Nor did she submit any evidence that, had the 1994 4Runner been designed with a 1.2 "stability factor," it would not have rolled over in circumstances as severe as those of this accident.  Accordingly, to paraphrase  Gilmour, "[T]here is no causal connection between plaintiff’s injuries and the defendant’s failure . . . to provide a [vehicle like the 1996 4-Runner] . . . [b]ecause [there is no evidence that the 1996 4Runner] . . . would serve to prevent an injury such as [hers]."
	The court of appeals also erred in its conclusion that the reasoning of Austria v. Bike Athletic Co., 107 Or App 57, 810 P2d 1312, rev denied, 312 Or 80, 816 P2d 610 (1991), established the sufficiency of Plaintiff’s evidence to prove causation in this case.  See 160 Or App at 229-32, 985 P2d at 821-22.  In Austria a teenager injured by a blow to the head in football practice alleged that his helmet was defective.  The defendant manufacturer argued that the plaintiff had not proved causation because the plaintiff had not proved the magnitude of the force he had received in the blow, the magnitude of the force he would have received had he been wearing a helmet of an alternative design, and the magnitude of the force required to cause the specific injury he had suffered.  The court of appeals rejected the defendant's argument because, given the nature of the impact and the nature of the evidence, "[t]here is no reason why the sufficiency of an impact to do damage, or the insufficiency of a product's resistance to it, cannot be inferred from other probative evidence."  Austria, 107 Or App at 60, 810 P2d at 1313. 
	Contrary to the court of appeals’ suggestion in this case, this case differs dramatically from  Austria.  In Austria the helmet was designed to protect against injury from physical contacts in football games. That activity and those contacts were well within the realm of the average person’s experience.  A large proportion of the community has played some amount of football or has seen dozens, if not hundreds or thousands, of tackles -- on television or in person in pee-wee football, high-school football, college football, and professional football -- that did not result in crippling head injuries.  Based on such personal experience and observations, the average person knows that crippling head injuries to players wearing helmets are exceedingly rare compared to the thousands of tackles that occur every day on football fields. The average person thus has some experience-based expectation of what kinds of blows football helmets generally are able to protect against, because the average person has seen a large variety of such blows under a large variety of circumstances involving a large variety of shapes, sizes, and ages of football players.	  The court of appeals misunderstood this point, misinterpreting it as an argument that football fans have an “understanding of the dynamics and forces involved in tackles” and “knowledge of the physics and technology of equipment designs,” and dismissing that argument as “nonsense.”  We agree that any such argument would be nonsense, and it is not the argument we made below or make here.  The point is one of ordinary consumers’ expectation of the level of risk, not ordinary consumers’ knowledge of the physics and technology of why that risk exists.  It is indisputable that ordinary consumers have some experience-based expectation regarding the probability that a player will incur a crippling head injury while playing football; it is equally indisputable that ordinary consumers do not have an experience-based expectation regarding the level of risk involved when a utility vehicle is abruptly subjected to three tightly-linked turns, swerves back and forth from one road shoulder to the other, rocks back and forth, slides sideways on the two passenger-side wheels, then whirls around and slides sideways on the two driver-side wheels.  In sharp contrast, this case involves accident conditions so extraordinary as not to have been experienced or observed by any but a very small number of consumers.   It also involves a product with thousands of components based on complex technology and engineering concepts of which the average person has almost no knowledge or experience.
	Thus, to the extent that the decision by the court of appeals in Austria permits causation to be inferred from accident facts familiar to the average person, it is sensible, but it has no bearing on this very different case.   If, however, the court of appeals in Austria held what the court of appeals in this case says it held, that holding has never been endorsed by this Court, it conflicts with the causation requirement firmly established by this Court for tort liability (e.g., Saga Enterprises, Inc. v. Coldwell, Banker & Co., 287 Or 169, 185 & n.6, 598 P2d 285, 293 & n.6 (1979)), and this Court should overrule it.  Under the interpretation of Austria applied by the court of appeals in this case, a plaintiff could satisfy her burden of proving causation merely by showing that she was injured while using the subject product, showing that some other design was feasible, and leaving it to the jury to speculate whether her alternative design would have prevented her accident and injury.  This Court has never endorsed such a diminution of the causation requirement, and should not do so now.
	In sum, Plaintiff adduced no evidence showing that the cause of her rollover was that the 1994 4Runner did not have the 1996 4Runner’s design.  Accordingly, Plaintiff adduced no evidence that the design of the 1994 4Runner caused her rollover, and Toyota was and is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

III.	THE COURT OF APPEALS ERRED BY CREATING A NEW RULE OF EVIDENCE THAT CONFLICTS WITH THIS COURT’S DECISION IN WALLACE AND UNFAIRLY REQUIRES A PARTY WHOSE OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE ARE ERRONEOUSLY OVERRULED BY A TRIAL COURT TO CHOOSE EITHER TO LEAVE THE IMPROPER EVIDENCE UNREBUTTED OR TO WAIVE ITS VALID OBJECTION

	Over Toyota’s objections, the trial court allowed Plaintiff’s expert Jerry Wallingford to relate to the jury inadmissible hearsay details about 15 allegedly similar incidents.  The trial court’s ruling is contrary to OEC 703, which permits an expert to rely upon otherwise inadmissible evidence, but does not create a hearsay exception that makes the evidence admissible on direct examination.  The trial court thus committed reversible error.
	The court of appeals declined to address Toyota’s appeal of this issue, ruling that Toyota had waived any error by cross-examining Wallingford with the hearsay materials about which he had testified on direct examination.  160 Or App at 236, 985 P2d at 824-25.  That ruling conflicts directly with this Court’s decision in Wallace v. American Life Ins. Co., 111 Or 510, 225 P 192 (1924) and with the great weight of authority on this issue.
	Toyota briefed this issue fully at pages 36-44 of its Petition for Review.  For the reasons set forth therein, the court of appeals’ decision should be reversed.
CONCLUSION
	The judgment of the court of appeals should be reversed with instructions to remand to the circuit court to grant Toyota’s JNOV motion and enter judgment for Toyota or, alternatively, to order a new trial.
	Respectfully submitted this 29th day of February, 2000.
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